NOTE: ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS.

Q1: FILL IN THE GAPS WITH THE APPROPRIATE PHRASAL VERB: CHOOSE TEN. SHUT UP; WIND DOWN; HEAT UP; CHEER UP; GROW UP; BRING UP; SLOW DOWN; CUT DOWN; HURRY UP; GIVE UP; COPE WITH; TEAR UP.

1. WHY DONOT YOU TRY AND .......... YOUR CIGARETTES TO TEN ADAY? TWENTY IS RALLY FAR TOO.
2. MY PARENTS DIED WHEN I WAS A CHILD SO MY AUNT ......... ME ........... .
3. YOU SEEM ABIT DEPRESSED. IS THERE ANYTHING I CAN DO TO ........... YOU ........... .
4. WE ARE GOING TO BE LATE UNLESS YOU .......... .
5. YOGA IS A GOOD WAY TO .......... IF YOU FIND IT DIFFICULT TO RELAX.
8. ROSE WANTS TO BE A COMPUTER ANALYST WHEN SHE .......... .
10. WHAT ARE YOU SAYING IS HEARSAY. WHY DONOT YOU .......... .
11. KHALID LIKES INNOVATIONS. HE TRIES TO .......... THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY.
12. THE WOLF IS GOING TO .......... YOU ...... TO PIECES.

(10 MARKS)

Q2: CONSTRUCT SENTENCES AS REQUIRED BELOW. CHOOSE TEN.

1. EXPRESS SIMILATIYY BETWEEN YOU AND YOUR FRIEND SAFE IN LOVING TO WATCH FOOTBALL MATCH BY USING "SO+V.+SUB." 2. STATE YOUR LIKENESS OF RIDING A BIKE BY USING "THE VERB ADORE" 3. USE V.+ING AS AN ADJ. IN A FULL SENTENCE.
4. ASK RANIA WHAT IS HER FAVOURITE JOB TO DO IN HER SPARE TIME.
5. GIVE A SENTENCE HAVING AN OBLIGATORY "THE".
6. USE "NEITHER "TO EXPRESS YOU AND YOUR SISTER'S HATRED OF EATING FISH.
7. MAKE A QUESTION STARTING WITH "COULD" THE MODEL VERB.
8. WHAT DO YOU THINK RACHEL LEWIS WORK?
9. USE ANY ADVERB OF FREQUENCY TO SHOW HOW OFTEN YOU GO BY A TRAIN TO WORK.